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SUMMARY 

The following describes step-by-step how to get started with MIT App Inventor.  This includes 

logging into App Inventor and starting a project, connecting the computer and the Android 

phone or device, and a summary of the two primary workspaces within App Inventor.  It is 

assumed that the requirements described in the accompanying document, Preparations to Use 

MIT App Inventor, have been reviewed and a working solution has been found for the 

equipment and networks that will be used. 

 

LOGGING INTO APP INVENTOR 

- From the MIT App Inventor website, click on the orange Create Apps button in the top 

right corner of the webpage 

 

 

FIGURE 1. Click on Create Apps button to login to App Inventor. 



   

- Use a Google username and password to login to App Inventor   

- Once logged in, the My Projects page will appear – NOTE: if there are projects that have 

already been created, the last project opened will be automatically displayed 

 

 

 
 

FIGURE 2. The My Projects page will be opened if no projects have been created. 

 

 

- From the Projects menu at the top of the screen, select “Start new project” 

 

 

FIGURE 3.  Select “Start new project” from the Projects menu to start a project. 

 



   

- Enter a name for the new project and select the “OK” button – NOTE: the project name 

cannot have spaces 

 

 

FIGURE 4.  Project names should not have any spaces. 

 

- Once a project has been created, the Designer workspace will be opened with a blank 

screen in the Viewer panel 

 

 

FIGURE 5. A new project starts in the Designer workspace with a blank screen in the Viewer 

panel 

 

 

 

 



   

SAVING PROJECTS 

Once a project has been started, all changes to the project are automatically saved.  It is 

important to remember this feature of App Inventor, since unlike other software programs, you 

cannot undo changes in App Inventor.  If components of an app are added, deleted or modified, 

there is no mechanism to recover the previous version.  Consequently, it is recommended that 

use Save As, in the Projects menu, to create a new version of a project before making significant 

changes. 

 

OPENING PREVIOUSLY SAVED PROJECTS 

By clicking on My Projects, a list of previously saved projects is displayed, allowing these 

projects to be re-opened and modified. 

 

 

 

FIGURE 6. My Projects opens a list of previously saved projects 

 

 

 

 

 



   

 

CONNECTING THE COMPUTER AND ANDROID PHONE OR DEVICE 

- From the Connect menu, select “AI Companion,” which will open a new window with a 

barcode and an alphanumeric code 

 

 

FIGURE 7.  Select AI Companion from the Connect menu to receive the barcode you’ll scan with 

the Android phone or device 

 

 

FIGURE 8. The Connect to Companion window provides both a barcode and alphanumeric code 

for connecting the phone or device. 

 



   

- On the Android phone or device, open the MIT AI2 Companion app 

o From the MIT AI2 Companion app, click on the blue “scan QR code” button – 

NOTE: an alternative is to enter the code manually, however scanning the QR 

code is easier 

o Hold the phone or device so the camera captures the QR code on the screen, 

after which the app will be displayed on the phone or device – NOTE: the QR 

code must appear on the screen of the phone or device for a couple of seconds 

and it may be necessary to move the phone closer or farther away for the phone 

or device to capture the QR code 

 

 

FIGURE 9.  After starting the MIT AI2 Companion app on the phone or device, select the blue 

“scan QR code” button to scan the barcode on the computer display. 

 

RESTORING A LOST CONNECTION 

While developing an app, if features do not operate, it is often because the connection 

between the computer and the phone or device has been lost.  The following steps describe 

how to re-establish a connection.   

- On the phone or device, close the MIT AI2 Companion – NOTE: it is recommended to 

use the Clear All, or similar feature, on the phone or device, which shuts down all the 

apps that are currently open on the phone or device, to assure the MIT AI2 Companion 

has shut down 

- On the computer, from the Connect menu, select Reset Connection – NOTE: this shuts 

down the processes associated with the previous connection 

- Repeat the steps described previously for connecting the computer with the phone or 

device 



   

APP INVENTOR WORKSPACES 

There are two workspaces within App Inventor.  The Designer workspace is used to select 

components for an app, set the properties for components and layout the user interface.  The 

Blocks workspace is used to program the app.  The Designer and Blocks buttons in the top right 

corner are used to move back and forth between the workspaces.  The details of each of these 

workspaces will be covered in subsequent lessons. 

 

          

FIGURE 10. The Designer workspace (left) is used to select components for an app and specify 

their properties, and layout the user interface.  The Blocks workspace (right) is used to program 

the app. 

 

 


